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Low-Frequency Stimulation Depresses the Primate Anterior-
Cingulate-Cortex and Prevents Spontaneous Recovery of
Aversive Memories

Oded Klavir, Rotem Genud-Gabai, and Rony Paz
Department of Neurobiology, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel 76100

Functional abnormalities in the dorsal-anterior-cingulate-cortex (dACC) underlie anxiety disorders and specifically post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). Promising and common behavioral approaches have limited effectiveness and many subjects exhibit spontane-
ous recovery of fear, as also evident in animal models following extinction training. Here, we use low-frequency stimulation (LFS), a
protocol shown to induce long-term depression, with the aim of affecting synaptic plasticity induced by fear acquisition and extinction.
We use aversive conditioning of either tone or visual stimuli paired with an aversive air-puff to the eye in a trace-conditioning paradigm.
We find that LFS in the nonhuman primate (Macaca fascicularis) dACC, when combined with extinction training, was successful in
preventing spontaneous recovery of the memory 24 –72 h following extinction. We simultaneously record single-units and local-field-
potentials across the dACC, and show that LFS gradually depressed evoked responses. Moreover, this decrease in neural excitability
predicted the successful reduction of overnight spontaneous recovery on a day-by-day basis. Finally, we show that this effect occurs when
using either visual or auditory modality as the conditioned stimulus, and that the reduction was specific to the conditioned modality. Our
results suggest that the primate dACC is actively involved in maintaining the original aversive memory, and propose that a combination
of LFS with behavioral therapy might significantly improve treatment in severe cases.

Introduction
The neural mechanisms underlying acquisition and extinction of
fear-associations have been the focus of growing interest and are
used as an effective model for anxiety disorders (Delgado et al.,
2006; Milad et al., 2006; Yehuda and LeDoux, 2007). Extinction
training is being used as a core behavioral treatment for trauma
and anxiety disorders, but with limited effectiveness (Foa, 2006;
Myers and Davis, 2007; Yehuda and LeDoux, 2007; Quirk et al.,
2010). This is possibly because extinction training does not di-
rectly modify the existing fear-memory but instead leads to the
formation of a new memory that inhibits activation of the initial
trace. Therefore, after enough time has passed, previously extin-
guished fear can re-emerge in the form of spontaneous recovery
(Pavlov, 1927; Robbins, 1990; Bouton, 2006; Schiller et al., 2008;
Monfils et al., 2009). Although different pharmacological and
behavioral approaches are used (Yehuda and LeDoux, 2007), it is
still largely unknown whether and how to use safe invasive meth-
ods to improve the effectiveness of behavioral treatment.

A commonly accepted model developed in rodents suggests
that the amygdala mediates fear acquisition and expression (Le-
Doux, 2000; Maren and Quirk, 2004; Pape and Pare, 2010) and is
modulated by inputs from two cortical regions: the prelimbic
cortex (PL) which mediates and enhances fear expression, and
the infra-limbic cortex (IL) which mediates fear extinction
(Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011). In primates, the dorsal-anterior-
cingulate-cortex (dACC) has similar anatomy and connectivity
to that of the rodent PL (McDonald, 1998; Stefanacci and Ama-
ral, 2002; Ghashghaei et al., 2007), and a similar functional role is
supported by human studies showing its involvement in fear ex-
pression (Dunsmoor et al., 2007; Milad et al., 2007) and abnor-
mal functionality in anxiety disorders (Liberzon et al., 1999;
Bremner et al., 2005; Straube et al., 2006; Milad et al., 2009; Pannu
Hayes et al., 2009; Shin et al., 2011).

Both acquisition and extinction of fear learning are thought to
be dynamically mediated by synaptic plasticity in amygdala-
prefrontal circuits (Goosens and Maren, 2004; Likhtik et al.,
2005; Herry et al., 2008; Amano et al., 2010; Duvarci et al., 2011).
Artificially, synaptic plasticity and strength-modulations can be
induced by different protocols of electrical microstimulation,
and specifically, low-frequency stimulation (LFS) was shown to
reduce responsiveness and induce similar effects to long-term-
depression (Wang and Gean, 1999; Maroun, 2006; Kim et al.,
2007). We therefore hypothesized that LFS in the primate dACC
could reduce neuronal excitability and responsiveness in this re-
gion, and when combined with extinction training, result in de-
creased spontaneous recovery of the original aversive memory.
To test this, we trained monkeys on an aversive (airpuff to the
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eye) conditioning task. The acquisition was followed by an ex-
tinction session (presentation of the CS alone). Some sessions
had standard extinction training (behavior-only), and in some
randomly intermingled sessions, the same extinction training
was combined with LFS in the dACC. We simultaneously re-
corded field-potentials and single-unit activity from electrodes
throughout the dACC. We then tested for retention of the aver-
sive memory in the following day (24 h overnight retention), and
compared the effect of LFS during extinction to that of
behavior-only.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Two male Macaca fascicularis (4 –7 kg) were implanted with a
recording chamber (27 � 27 mm) above the right anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC, broadman 24/32), under deep anesthesia and aseptic con-
ditions. All surgical and experimental procedures were approved and
conducted in accordance with the regulations of the Weizmann Institute
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), following NIH regulations
and with Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care accreditation. Food, water, and enrichments (e.g., fruits and
play instruments) were available ad libitum during the whole period,
except before medical procedures.

Behavioral paradigm and recording locations. During each session the
monkeys engaged in a 500 ms trace classical conditioning task with a
random intertrial interval (ITI) of 25 s on average (Fig. 1a). Conditioned
stimulus (CS�) of either a new pure tone or a new fractal cue (Chaos Pro
4.0 program; www.chaospro.de) was paired with an unconditioned aver-
sive stimulus (US) of an air puff (150 ms duration; 3–5 bars; located
proximally 5 cm from the left eye). Two other stimuli were presented
without the aversive air puff outcome (CS�), a different pure tone and a
different fractal cue. Hence, in each session, there was an auditory or a
visual CS�, and one CS� of the same modality and one CS� of the other
modality. Each new session started with a “habituation” stage where the
three CSs were presented randomly (6 trials of each); followed by the
“acquisition” stage described above (15 � 15 � 15 trials); and an “ex-
tinction” stage, where the CS� was presented again without US (15
trials). Before the beginning of each session, we first tested for overnight
retention of associations by presenting the three CSs from the previous
day (7 � 7 � 7 trials).

There were 92 sessions overall, 65 without stimulation (behavior
only), and 27 with stimulation (behavior � LFS). Of the 65, the CS� was
auditory in 28, and visual in 37. Of the 27, the CS� was auditory in 15,
and visual in 12. Behavior-only and stimulation sessions were randomly
intermingled during the recording period. We also verified that there is

Figure 1. Behavioral paradigm, stimulation and recording locations. a, Each session included three new stimuli, one CS�, and two CS�, one of which was the same modality of the CS�, and
one was the other modality (stimuli were pure-tones or fractal images, all easily distinguishable perceptually and discriminated during learning). A new session started with a habituation phase,
followed by an acquisition phase, and an extinction phase. All sessions were preceded by a retention test where we presented the three CS of the previous day and tested for spontaneous recovery
of memory. In behavior-only sessions, there was only behavioral extinction, and in stimulation sessions the extinction included LFS in the dACC of 1 Hz for 15 min. b, The behavioral learned
conditioned response (CR), averaged over all sessions in the trace-conditioning paradigm used. The CS was presented for 2 s, then after 500 ms break came the air-puff. The animals learned and
started eye-blink/closure immediately after the end of the CS as an anticipatory response. c, d, MRI images of anatomical sections for the two animals with electrode tracks (black traces and dots),
with overlaid recording locations (yellow dots) and stimulation locations (red dots) aligned by the position of the electrodes. MRIs were performed before, during, and after the recording period.
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no effect of early sessions (the first half of the recording period) versus
late sessions (the second half, two-way ANOVA).

MRI-based electrode positioning. Anatomical MRI scans were acquired
before, during, and after the recording period. Images were acquired on
a 3-tesla MRI scanner: (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens) with a CP knee coil
(Siemens). T1 weighted and 3D gradient-echo (MPRAGE) pulse se-
quence was acquired with TR of 2500 ms, TI of 1100 ms, TE of 3.36 ms, 8°
flip angle, and two averages. Images were acquired in the sagittal plane,
192 � 192 matrix and 0.8 3 mm or 0.6 3 mm resolution. A first scan was
performed before surgery and used to align and refine anatomical maps
for each individual animal (relative location of the ACC and anatomical
markers such as the interaural line and the anterior commissure; con-
firmed using Martin and Bowden (2000) and Saleem and Logothetis
(2007). We used this scan to guide the positioning of the chamber on the
skull at the surgery. After surgery we performed another scan with two
electrodes directed toward the ACC, and 2–3 observers separately in-
spected the images and calculated the ACC anterior–posterior and later-
al–medial borders relative to the electrodes. The depth of the ACC was
calculated from the dura surface.

Recordings. The monkeys were seated in a dark room and each day,
three microelectrodes (0.6 –1.2 M� glass/narylene-coated tungsten, Al-
pha Omega or we-sense) were lowered inside a metal guide (Gauge
25xxtw, OD:0.51 mm, ID:0.41 mm, Cadence) into the brain using a
head-tower and electrode-positioning system (Alpha-Omega). The
guide was lowered to penetrate and cross the dura and stopped once in
the cortex. The electrodes were then moved independently further into
the ACC (we performed 4 –7 mapping sessions in each animal by moving
slowly and identifying electro-physiological markers of firing properties
tracking the known anatomical pathway into the ACC). Electrode signals
were preamplified, 0.3 Hz-6 KHz bandpass filtered and sampled at
25Khz; and on-line spike sorting was performed using a template-based
algorithm (Alpha Lab Pro, Alpha Omega). We allowed 30 min for the
tissue and signal to stabilize before starting acquisition and behavioral
protocol. At the end of the recording period, off-line spike sorting was
further performed for all sessions to improve unit isolation (offline
sorter, Plexon).

Stimulation. Stimulation was performed through the recording micro-
electrodes using a stimulus generator (STG 4004, Multi Channel System,
MCS) The stimulation was monopolar, and the reference was the general
ground (established by connecting all cranial metal connections), which
was common to all electrodes. Stimulation was biphasic rectangular
pulse of 200 �s �90 �A followed immediately by 200 �s 90 �A. A
constant interval of 999.6 ms was kept between the end of one stimulus
and the initiation of the next one, leading to a 1 Hz low-frequency stim-
ulation. During each stimulation session, all three electrodes were used
for recording until stimulation phase was due, in which time recorder
was detached and stimulator was attached to one electrode, which be-
came the stimulating electrode.

Behavior. A computerized digital video camera for night conditions
(Provision-Isr) recorded the monkey’s left eye at 50 Hz. Video analysis
was performed on custom-made software implemented on Matlab to
identify periods when the animal closed the eye. We validated the algo-
rithm by random samples from several recording days and found it to be
consistent with the judgments of a human observer for �95% of the
reported eye-blinks.

Statistical analysis. All results concerning behavior were analyzed using
a repeated-measures ANOVA with eye-blink width as dependent vari-
able, Significant interactions were followed by post hoc least significant
difference comparisons, and for all comparisons, significance was as-
sumed at p � 0.05. Extinction analysis included main factors of trial (15
trials repeated measure) and stimulation (stimulation days/nonstimula-
tion days). As there was no difference in performance between days in
which retention was conducted 72 and 24 h after extinction, all different
days were combined. Retention analysis included main factors of trial (7
trials repeated measure) and stimulation (stimulation days/nonstimula-
tion days) referring to the day of the corresponding extinction. Sponta-
neous recovery analysis included main factors of learning phase (two
repeated measure of two last extinction trials average and first trial of
retention) and stimulation (stimulation days/nonstimulation days) re-

ferring to the day of the corresponding extinction. Spontaneous recovery
of the two different sensory modalities analysis included main factors of
learning phase (two repeated measure of two last extinction trials average
and first trial of retention, identical results were obtained when using
either 1 or 3 last trials of extinction), modality (auditory CS plus/visual
CS plus) and stimulation (stimulation days/nonstimulation days) refer-
ring to the day of the corresponding extinction.

Results
We tested the effect of LFS in the dACC of two monkeys. In each
session, the animal was first habituated to two new pure-tones
and one new visual fractal (or two fractals and one pure-tone, Fig.
1a). Two of these were then assigned as CS�, and one was as-
signed as the CS� and paired with an air-puff to the eye in a
trace-conditioning paradigm (Fig. 1b), shown to activate neu-
rons in the primate amygdala in a similar task (Paton et al., 2006).
Our design of one CS� of the same modality and one of the other
modality allowed us to test for specificity of the memory. Ten
minutes following acquisition, the animals underwent an extinc-
tion paradigm where the CS� was presented alone. Immediate
extinction allows testing of complete extinction in the same ses-
sion, yet strengthens overnight retention (spontaneous recovery)
of the original association (Maren and Chang, 2006; Schiller et al.,
2008; Woods and Bouton, 2008). In stimulation sessions/d (n �
27 sessions), extinction training was accompanied by mild non-
specific LFS (1 Hz, 0.4 ms pulse width, 90 �A amplitude) in the
dACC during the whole extinction period (15 min, 900 pulses
overall), and in nonstimulation sessions it was not (n � 65 ses-
sions, “behavior-only”). Stimulation and behavior-only sessions
were randomly intermingled throughout the recording period.
Each session started with a retention test for the three CSs of the
previous day. We simultaneously recorded single-unit activity
and local-field-potentials (LFP) in the dACC. Location of stimu-
lation and recording electrodes were confirmed by alignment to
multiple MRI sessions performed with electrodes (Fig. 1c,d).

Low-frequency stimulation prevents spontaneous recovery
Aversive learning and memory in the different phases was mea-
sured by the overall width of anticipatory eye closure (eye-
blinks), which significantly increased after the CS but before the
US (Fig. 1b, p � 0.001, t � 3.27, paired t test of first and last trial
in acquisition), and was differential at the end of acquisition
across the CS�, the CS�, and the CS� of the other modality
(p � 0.01, F � 4.65, ANOVA, p � 0.02 comparing CS� to either
CS�, and p � 0.1 comparing the two CS�, post hoc tests). Ex-
tinction training reduced behavior significantly until plateau
(Fig. 2a, F(14,980) � 2.748, p � 0.001, main effect of trials; Fisher
LSD post hoc test of trial main effect revealed the first two trials
were significantly different from the last four trials, p � 0.001 in
all post hoc comparisons), and this was not significantly influ-
enced by LFS (repeated measures 2-way ANOVA of stimulation*
trials: F(14,980) � 0.254 p � 0.997 and main effect of stimulation
F(1,70) � 3.2442 p � 0.076). There was no difference in acquisi-
tion between the groups (t(90) � 0.087, p � 0.452, Fig. 2a, left-
most points).

However, memories that were extinguished with LFS showed
little or no spontaneous recovery when tested 24 h later, especially
when compared with memories extinguished without LFS (Fig.
2a, F(1,82) � 10.613, p � 0.005, main effect of stimulation). This
effect is validated by comparing directly the end-of-extinction
versus beginning of retention [Fig. 2b, F(1,88) � 4.8564, p � 0.05,
interaction of stimulation*learning (extinction/retention); with a
Fisher LSD post hoc test showing a significant increase in eye-blink
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length in retention beginning compared
with extinction end (spontaneous recovery)
only in nonstimulation days (p � 0.0001),
while no significant effect was witnessed in
stimulation days (p � 0.5)], and was sim-
ilar in the two animals (no interaction of
monkey with either stimulation: F(1,86) �
0.150, p � 0.5, learning F(1,86) � 0.112,
p � 0.5 or monkey*stimulation*learning
F(1,86) � 0.005, p � 0.5). Moreover, the
same qualitative result was obtained
when testing the memory after 72 h (there
were several over-the-weekend sessions,
n � 4 for LFS, n � 15 for behavior-only,
Fig. 2a).

We stimulated in a limited region of
the dACC (Fig. 1c,d), aiming mainly for
portions of Brodmann area 24 (by match-
ing anatomical markers from individual
MRI with atlas and previous publica-
tions). Accordingly, there was no appar-
ent relationship between anterior–posterior position and the
behavioral effect (p � 0.1, Pearson correlation coefficient), but
there were patches of effect magnitude. Namely, returning to the
same location every few days usually obtained a similar magni-
tude of attenuation of spontaneous recovery (p � 0.05, � 2 test for
nonhomogeneity). Moreover, there was a significant correlation
between the depth of the electrode (i.e., closer to the corpus-
callosum) and the magnitude of the behavioral effect (r � 0.55,
p � 0.01, Pearson correlation coefficient), possibly due to more
dense projections to the amygdala from these regions (Stefanacci
and Amaral, 2002; Ghashghaei et al., 2007).

Low-frequency stimulation is effective for both visual and
auditory CS, and generalizes within but not across modalities
We tested whether the stimulation effect was specific to the CS�,
generalizes to the CS� of the same modality, or even generalizes
to the CS� of the other modality (auditory/visual). To do so, we
normalized all behavioral responses to the end of the extinction
training for the CS�. This revealed that there were comparable
responses and little learning for the two CS� (Fig. 3a, left three
bars; p � 0.01, F � 4.65, ANOVA, p � 0.02 comparing CS� to
either CS�, and p � 0.1 comparing the two CS�, post hoc tests).
Interestingly, the spontaneous recovery generalized to all CS� in
a comparable manner (Fig. 3a, middle-right bars; Norrholm et
al., 2008). Importantly, LFS abolished this generalization for the
CS� of the same modality (Fig. 3a, middle-right vs right three
bars, p � 0.01 for stimulation and CS� type main effect and
interaction, F � 4.94/6.2/5.83, two-way ANOVA), but not for the
CS� of the other modality (Fig. 3a, right three bars, p � 0.1, post
hoc test comparing stimulation to behavior only). The observa-
tion that the response generalized to the CS� of the other mo-
dality despite LFS suggests that the stimulation did not abolish all
previous immediate learning in an independent manner of the
extinction training.

We conclude that discrimination was achieved during acqui-
sition, the memory generalized broadly overnight, but LFS abol-
ished the spontaneous recovery specifically within modality.
Finally, the LFS effect was evident when using either modality as
the CS� (Fig. 3b, significant effect of stimulation*learning phase
interaction: F(1,86) � 4.0719, p � 0.05 with LSD post hoc revealing
significant spontaneous recovery effect only for nonstimulation
days only p � 0.0001 and no effect in stimulation days p � 0.5.

nonsignificant modality main effect F(1,86) � 2.133, p � 0.147 or
modality*stimulation*learning phase interaction F(1,86) � 1.198,
p � 0.2), albeit it was stronger for the auditory CS (significant
modality*stimulation interaction: F(1,86) � 6.035, p � 0.05 with
LSD post hoc revealing a reduction in behavior after stimulation
in auditory condition compared with all other groups, all p �
0.05), potentially due to enhanced access of audition to the
amygdala and dACC.

Low-frequency stimulation reduces single-unit and LFP
excitability in the dACC
Our hypothesis, based on previous studies, was that LFS could
reduce responsiveness in the dACC. We therefore examined the
simultaneously recorded single-units and LFPs. First, we ob-
served a reduction in the typical two-phase evoked field potential
(Herry and Garcia, 2002) as a function of stimulation pulses (Fig.
4a). This was reflected in a reduction of peak size, trough size, and
the difference between peak and trough as stimulation pro-
gressed (Fig. 4b, three different repeated-measure ANOVA of

Figure 2. Spontaneous recovery of aversive memories is abolished by LFS. (a) Conditioned response, measured as the overall
width of eye-closure from 2000 to 4000 ms post-CS, as a function of trials in the extinction phase; shown separately for sessions
with extinction behavior only and for sessions with LFS (n � 65 behavior sessions, n � 27 LFS sessions). Spontaneous recovery in
the retention test performed 24 h later is shown to the right. Dots show few sessions with 72 h (weekend) between extinction and
retention (n � 15 behavior sessions, n � 4 LFS sessions). Leftmost dots are the end-of-acquisition. Mean � SEM over all sessions.
(b) The last two trials of the extinction are averaged and compared with the first trial of the retention test. Also shown is the same
data but separately for the two animals (m1, m2). See Results, Low-frequency stimulation prevents spontaneous recovery, for
statistics.

Figure 3. Stimulation induces a within-modality effect, and can be used for either auditory
or visual CS. a, Conditioned responses (CRs) were normalized to the end of extinction for the
CS�, revealing that the acquisition was selective (three leftmost bars), because the responses
were comparable between the two CS� and the end of extinction of the CS�, but also show-
ing that spontaneous recovery 24 h later generalized broadly and was comparable across all
three CS (middle-right bars). The stimulation effect was specific to the modality of the CS�,
attenuating spontaneous recovery to the CS� of the same modality, but not to that of the other
modality (rightmost bars). See Results, Low-frequency stimulation is effective for both visual
and auditory CS, and generalizes within but not across modalities section, for statistics. b,
Stimulation was able to attenuate recovery when either auditory or visual stimuli were used as
the CS�. Each dot is a session. The effect was mildly and significantly stronger when auditory
stimuli were used as the CS�. Mean � SEM is shown next to the dots.
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time-bin were conducted, differing in the dependent variable, all
revealed significant effect of stimulation-bin: peak size (F(1,18) �
2.742, p � 0.001), trough size (F(1,18) � 2.604, p � 0.001), peak
minus trough (F(1,18) � 5.4486, p � 0.001); with significant post
hoc comparisons between first and last time-bins all p � 0.05).

Single-unit activity showed a typical behavior, where neurons
had an initial narrow burst of spikes, then an inhibition phase
that lasts 	200 ms, followed by a mild slow compensatory in-
crease in firing rate (Fig. 5a). This 2-phasic response (excluding
the initial narrow burst) likely reflects cortical hyperpolarization
and depolarization (Seidemann et al., 2002), with the hyperpo-
larization stage being most prominent and evident in most neu-
rons. We therefore used this phase as a measure for the evoked
response, revealing that it indeed gradually decayed to baseline as
a function of pulses in session (Fig. 5b; p � 0.01, F � 3.2,
ANOVA; single-cell examples are shown in Fig. 6).

We then tested CS-related responses during extinction and
compared neurons recorded during behavior-only sessions to
those recorded during LFS sessions. In both types of sessions,
neurons showed a gradual reduction in CS-evoked activity (Fig.
7a,b; p � 0.01 for both, F � 26.9/27.9, ANOVAs), but neurons in
LFS sessions had reduced response all over (in Fig. 7a,b; compare
y-axes). When normalizing the activity of each neuron in each
trial to the pre-CS baseline, a similar dynamics was observed (Fig.
7c). Initial examination of raw responses revealed, as might be
expected from the lower firing rates, that variability was also
reduced during LFS sessions (Fig. 7d). To test the trial-to-trial

variability directly, we calculated the SD
for each neuron in the first 7 trials and the
last 8 trials during extinction. We found
that for CS-evoked activity, the variability
was decreased in the later part of the ex-
tinction, in a similar manner in behavior-
only and LFS sessions (Fig. 7e). This can
be expected from the reduced firing-rates
during LFS and as extinction progresses
(Fig. 7a– c). Interestingly however, we
found that although baseline (pre-CS)
variability was unchanged during
behavior-only days, it was significantly re-
duced in LFS days as extinction pro-
gressed (Fig. 7f; p � 0.02, interaction
term, F � 5.4, 2-way ANOVA and p �
0.05 post hoc tests comparing early vs late
in LFS sessions and comparing session
type in late trials). This might suggest that
LFS reduced responsiveness and also de-
creased baseline variability, allowing a more
reliable detection of CS appearance, and
hence a more effective extinction process.
Because the effect was observed in the last 8
trials of the extinction, after behavior has
reached a plateau, it might contribute to
later processing of the extinction memory
and its competition with the original
fear-memory.

Reduction in evoked response predicts
overnight reduction in
spontaneous recovery
To test directly the relationship between
the physiological effect of LFS and the be-
havioral effect, we calculated a neural re-

sponse index for each neuron using the reduction in firing rate in
phase 1 (see Fig. 5a), or for the slow-compensatory increase
(phase 2). We found that both phases correlated with the strength
of the behavioral effect (measured as the behavior during reten-
tion minus that during end of extinction) on a daily basis.
Namely, the less hyperpolarization (less reduction in spikes), the
less spontaneous recovery there was 24 h later; and complemen-
tary: the less spikes in phase 2, the less spontaneous recovery. In
sum, a smaller evoked response to a pulse in the dACC is linked to
less spontaneous recovery 24 h later (Fig. 8a,b; n � 61 neurons
recorded in 18 LFS sessions). This, together with the fact that we
were able to reduce responsiveness by our LFS protocol (previous
subsection), strongly suggests we were able to induce less spon-
taneous recovery with our stimulation.

Discussion
The present study tested the effects of LFS (1 Hz) in the primate
dACC when combined with extinction learning of previously
acquired aversive associations. Our findings show that LFS sig-
nificantly attenuated spontaneous recovery when measured after
24 –72 h, and this was so when using either visual or auditory
modality as the CS� (in different days). By simultaneously re-
cording neural activity, we show that the LFS resulted in reduc-
tion of neuronal excitability in the dACC as stimulation
progressed. This was evident in the typical phases of evoked re-
sponses of local-field-potentials (LFP), and in firing-rates of
single-units. Importantly, the reduction in memory retention

Figure 4. LFS-induced regional reduction in LFP responsiveness. a, Evoked responses in local field potentials (1–200 Hz)
averaged over the first 50 pulses and the last 50 pulses, and averaged over all sessions (mean � SEM). Insets show data from two
representative sessions ( p � 0.01 for both, ANOVA). b, Individual field potentials were z-scored to compare across sessions and
electrodes. We extracted the peak (maximum) minus the trough (minimum) of the signal, revealing a gradual reduction along with
the number of pulses in the session. Insets show peak alone and the trough alone. Data are divided into 19 bins of 50 pulses each
and averaged over sessions (mean � SEM, p � 0.01 for all, ANOVA).

Figure 5. LFS-induced a typical single-unit response that was reduced as a function of stimulation pulses. a, Average of raw
PSTHs around pulses from all recorded neurons (a similar figure is obtained if z-scoring responses first). We define phase 1 as the
average firing rate (FR) in �20 ms to �220 ms; and phase 2 as 250 ms to 500 ms. b, PSTH from the first 150 pulses (black) and the
last 150 pulses (gray), showing a reduction in both phase 1 and 2 as a result of LFS. The PSTH is averaged over all neurons (as in a)
after z-scoring each neuron for its prepulse baseline. c, Firing rate in phase 1 as a function of stimulation pulses, averaged over all
sessions and neurons. The reduction in firing rate became smaller gradually, indicating that the stimulating pulse was less
effective.
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that was measured 24 h after stimulation was correlated with the
reduced excitability in the dACC during stimulation. Finally, we
found the behavioral effect to generalize within modality, but not
generalize (be specific) across modalities. We discuss these find-
ings below.

Low-frequency stimulation is a protocol that was shown to
induce long-term depression (LTD), a sustained decrease in syn-
aptic strength (Malenka, 1994). Because synaptic plasticity is
thought to play a major role in learning and memory, artificial
induction received much attention. Synaptic changes were dem-
onstrated in vitro by measuring changes in field potentials (FP),
and LTD was demonstrated as a reduction in the size of the typ-
ical FP complex which appears after stimulation (Dudek and
Bear, 1992; Kirkwood et al., 1993). In behaving animals, synaptic
plasticity is traditionally demonstrated by comparing evoked re-
sponses of local-field-potentials (LFP) along different time
points in the stimulation protocol (Herry and Garcia, 2002; Ma-
roun, 2006; Hugues and Garcia, 2007). In the present study, stim-
ulation was applied every second for a total of 15 min (900 pulses
overall) and evoked responses were measured around each stim-
ulation event. A prototypic LFP response and a prototypic single-
units’ response (Seidemann et al., 2002) were identified and we
compared how they change as stimulation progressed. For LFP,
we identified that the two typical phases (peak and trough) decay;
and for firing rate of single-units, we observed that the typical
3-phasic response also decays. Although it is hard to obtain direct
evidence for LTD in extracellular recordings in behaving animals
(and primates especially), we suggest that the reduction in excit-
ability that is evident in all our measures and relies on the tradi-
tional ways to identify synaptic strength, shows that we were able
to reduce regional responsiveness in the dACC by using LFS. The
stimulating and recording electrodes were positioned 1– 4 mm
apart and we did not detect any trend of
effect-magnitude as a function of distance
between the two (data not shown, p � 0.1,
ANOVA), further suggesting that it relies
on changes in horizontal connectivity
within the dACC, and comparable to pre-
vious studies of cortical stimulation
(Seidemann et al., 2002).

The results suggest a major role for
the primate dACC in maintenance and
expression of aversive memories. In
principle, attenuation of spontaneous
recovery could be achieved by affecting
the strength of extinction (Milad and
Quirk, 2002; Sierra-Mercado et al.,
2011), or of the original memory. In the
present case, it seems the latter is more
likely to be the mechanism; namely, it
seems more likely that the effect of LFS
was on the original CS-US contingency.
First, because we stimulated in the dACC,
an area related to fear-expression (Dun-
smoor et al., 2007; Milad et al., 2007), and
depressed it. Second, we did not observe
any significant reduction of memory ex-
pression or of learning-rate during ex-
tinction (Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011),
but only following overnight retention.
Finally, spontaneous recovery after ex-
tinction is commonly accepted as an in-
dicator for the original memory that

Figure 6. Single-unit examples of reduction in evoked response. a–c, Three single-cell ex-
amples of a reduction in evoked response to the stimulation. Each row is one neuron. Left
column shows the response to the first 100 pulses, and right column shows the response to the
last 100 pulses in the session. Shown are rasters overlaid with the peristimulus-time histogram
(PSTH). Calibrating bars indicate the firing rate in each pair of PSTHs.

Figure 7. Neurons reduce their CS related activity and trial-to-trial variability during extinction. a, Firing rate in the 2 s post-CS
(similar to the time-frame used for behavior), averaged over all neurons in behavior-only sessions (n � 207 neurons). There was
a gradual significant reduction. b, Same as in a for LFS sessions (n � 74 neurons). There was a gradual significant reduction. In
addition, notice that the overall firing rate is reduced compared with a ( y-axes). c, Normalized firing rate (post-CS minus pre-CS)
for both behavior-only (dashed) and LFS (solid) sessions. d, Normalized rates from all neurons in behavior-only (asterisks to the
left) and LFS (diamonds to the right) in the first 7 extinction trials. There was overall reduced variability and rates in LFS sessions.
e, The SD of post-CS firing rates over trials 1–7 and trials 8 –15, for behavior-only (dashed) and LFS (solid) sessions. Trial-to-trial
variability was reduced with extinction training in both. f, The same as in e but for baseline (pre-CS) activity. Variability was
reduced with extinction only for LFS sessions, but not for behavior-only sessions.
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competes with the new inhibitory one (Robbins, 1990; Bou-
ton, 1993; Monfils et al., 2009), and here, we chose to use
extinction that immediately follows acquisition, because sev-
eral studies have observed significant recovery in this protocol
(Rescorla, 2004; Maren and Chang, 2006; Alvarez et al., 2007;
Schiller et al., 2008; Woods and Bouton, 2008). However, it is
important to note that different mechanisms could underlie
immediate versus delayed extinction (Myers et al., 2006), and
behavior varies across species and paradigms (Norrholm et al.,
2008). In addition, we cannot conclude that spontaneous re-
covery would not still occur after longer time-frames, i.e.,
more than the 72 h here.

In contrast to studies that abolish the spontaneous activity
of the PL by HFS (Vidal-Gonzalez et al., 2006), or Muscimol
(Blum et al., 2006; Corcoran and Quirk, 2007; Laurent and
Westbrook, 2009), the local effect of LFS is brief and minor
(Hashimoto et al., 2003; Maurice et al., 2003; Bar-Gad et al.,
2004); yet LFS has a long-term accumulating effect on the
region’s responsiveness, as shown here (Mockett et al., 2002).
Further, stimulation was not coupled with presentation and
therefore did not affect behavioral expression and CS-related
responses. However, there was a global gradual effect, on both
responsiveness and baseline trial-to-trial variability that most
likely influenced later processing. It could suggest a role for
the dACC in consolidation/recall of the original memory, and
harming it by LFS therefore results in less spontaneous recov-
ery. In addition, because the dACC is implicated in uncer-
tainty and error-detection (Rushworth and Behrens, 2008;
Bryden et al., 2011; Hayden et al., 2011), the gradual reduction
in responsiveness could further harm processing of the origi-
nal memory (that now involves uncertainty and prediction-
error during extinction). A most likely possibility is that
because extinction is learned and expressed by a different
pathway, that of the amygdala-vmPFC (or the rodent IL; Mi-
lad and Quirk, 2002; Phelps et al., 2004; Sierra-Mercado et al.,
2011), it had an “easier” job of competing with the original
memory that gradually received less support from dACC in-
puts due to the LFS.

Modification of the original memory can occur in a similar
way to what happens during reconsolidation paradigms (Nader

and Hardt, 2009): the memory that is currently retrieved and
active (because of CS presentation during extinction) is being
modified, even without the use of a reconsolidation paradigm per
se (Dudai, 2009). Further supporting this notion, the effect of
stimulation was specific to the modality being presented during
extinction, but did not generalize to the other modality. The
initial (without LFS) broad generalization after extinction to all
CS presented during the acquisition is an interesting phenomena
in itself and was previously observed in fear learning, and even
shown to be enhanced with protocols of immediate extinction
(Norrholm et al., 2008). This broad generalization could be due
to the habituation session in which all stimuli were presented and
primed, as suggested for perceptual learning (Sagi, 2011); how-
ever, a reverse effect of pre-exposure was found for fear-
generalization (Vervliet et al., 2010). Generalization of fear is an
important aspect of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and
anxiety-disorders in general (Lissek et al., 2009; Jovanovic et al.,
2010; Dunsmoor et al., 2011; Resnik et al., 2011), but less is
known about generalization of the extinction process as an indi-
cator for therapy (Vervliet et al., 2006). Although the exact extent
of this generalization is a complex issue in real-life psychiatric
disorders, a balance of specificity and some generalization, as
described here, is a necessary requirement from any successful
treatment.

There are two interpretational limitations of our study. The
first relates to the lack of a stimulation-only control group. One
could argue that the effect observed is due to the stimulation
independent of the extinction training. However, we think that
the aforementioned finding, of generalization of the aversive
memory to the other modality that was not abolished by the LFS,
suggests that this is not the case. In other words, if the LFS would
retroactively inhibit all memories independent of which was ac-
tive at the time (due to extinction), we would not observe any
aversive-memory in the following day as we did for the other
modality.

The other limitation relates to the frequency of stimulation.
We used only low-frequency (1 Hz), based on previous findings
that it reduces regional and synaptic excitability, and we demon-
strated with electrophysiology that it did so. Another major goal
of using LFS in the primate was to show that a relatively subtle
protocol, in a relatively accessible cortex, can induce the required
behavioral effect. Although we cannot conclude whether higher-
frequencies of stimulation would not obtain the same behavioral
results, we think there is large benefit in showing that this proto-
col works in the primate brain.

Whereas deep brain stimulation (DBS) is becoming more
common as a possible treatment for several psychiatric disorders
(Wichmann and Delong, 2006; Gubellini et al., 2009); to the best
of our knowledge, its application for PTSD remains elusive. Stan-
dard DBS usually replaces regional ablation by using high-
frequency stimulation and simulating clinical outcomes of a
lesion by suppression of spontaneous activity (McIntyre et al.,
2004). Here we offer a new approach by taking advantage of more
subtle stimulation schedules (LFS, low-amplitude) to induce syn-
aptic plasticity. Moreover, targeting dACC, rather than deeper
subcallosal regions associated with extinction (vmPFC; Phelps et
al., 2004; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011), could be less invasive and
amenable for standard trans-magnetic-stimulation (TMS) that
can also reduce excitability with low-frequency protocols
(Pascual-Leone et al., 1998). All in all, the aim would be to com-
bine behavioral invaluable therapy with stimulation, and achieve
less maintenance and/or spontaneous recovery of aversive mem-
ories in severe cases.

Figure 8. The magnitude of single-unit response in a particular session is correlated
with the behavioral reduction in spontaneous recovery 24 h later. a, Correlation between
firing rate (FR) in phase 2 and the behavioral effect (spontaneous recovery). The evoked
response index is defined as (FR_Phase2–FR_Baseline)/(FR_Phase2 � FR_Baseline).
Below zero means a reduction in FR and �0 an increase. The behavioral response is
defined as the CR in the retention minus the CR at the end of previous day extinction. The
significant correlation shows that the less spikes there were in Phase 2, the less sponta-
neous was recovery there. Shown are n � 61 neurons recorded in 18 LFS sessions. All
neurons with firing rate of �0.5 spikes/s in phase 1 and 2 took part in the analysis. b,
Same as in a, but when taking the FR from Phase 1. Hence, the less reduction in FR, the less
spontaneous was recovery. Notice that the reduction in FR in this Phase is an evidence to
the effectiveness of the pulse, and most likely to the regional synaptic efficacy.
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